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Children from Years 1 and 6 have spent a 

day visiting Macclesfield Museum, to 

experience a traditional Victorian Christmas. 
 

In the mock-classroom, the children dressed 

up in period costume while they re-enacted a 

typical lesson with Ma’am. She ensured that 

everybody behaved as would be expected at 

the time – and those that failed to meet her 

expectations were forced to stand in the 

corner and wear a Dunce’s hat. The children 

also had the opportunity to do an observational 

drawing of an elephant using a slate pencil, and 

write a festive message with a dip pen. 
 

In the Victorian Parlour, the children found 

out about what would be given on Christmas 

Day, and how while rich children would receive 

elegantly hand-crafted toys, poorer children 

would meanwhile receive home-made wooden 

toys like a ball-and-cup or some skipping ropes. 
 

Lastly, the children also had the opportunity 

to make their own Christmas cracker – 

invented by the Victorian Tom Smith, when he 

was looking for inventive ways to market his 

sweets. 
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Residents from the local 

Lyndhurst Nursing Home 

have spent an afternoon 

visiting the school to enjoy 

a traditional school dinner 

with Year Six children, 

before sitting down to 

watch the infants perform 

their Nativity play. 

The PTFA Christmas Fair 

was again a big success, 

with people being able to 

visit a range of stalls and 

tombolas, as well as having 

the opportunity to buy 

reindeer dust and visit 

Santa’s grotto to ask for 

toys to be delivered. 

The Infant children have 

performed this years 

Nativity play – It’s a Baby 
– to three packed  

audiences in the school hall. 

Following weeks of rehearsals, costume-fitting and singing, children in reception, Year 1 and 

Year 2, retold the Christmas story from the perspective a weary innkeeper who found that 

he was in for a sleepless night when Mary and Joseph come knocking at the door looking for a  

place to sleep. 
 

After letting them squeeze 

into the stable with the 

animals, Mary gave birth to 

the baby Jesus. 

 

Unfortunately, however, the 

laughing and chatting of the 

three Wise Men, the 

Shepherds, the Angels and 

the many guests who came to 

see the baby boy meant that 

the innkeeper had a very late 

night. In the end, they all 

danced together though to 

sing Hallelujah and give God 

praise for Christ’s birth. 
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Year 3 children have spent a night away with 

their friends on their first residential trip to 

Bath. 

 

On the Wednesday, they visited the Roman 

Baths, and had the chance to make mosaic 

patterns, try on Roman togas and examine 

Roman artefacts found in the water. In the 

evening, they then went bowling. 

On the Thursday, they spent the day at 

Cadbury World near Birmingham. Here they 

learnt about the history of chocolate, saw 

chocolate being made in the factory and had 

a ride on a ‘beanmobile’ around the fantasy 

Beantown. Afterwards, they even had the 

chance to try writing their name using 

chocolate, dipping fudge into chocolate and 

finally eating some chocolate. 

17th – 18th October 2007 

Children from each class have taken part in a 

sponsored skip to raise money for the British 

Heart Foundation and to promote the 

importance of exercising. 
 

Each year group had the opportunity to skip to 

music and take part in a skipping race - for a 

total of 20 minutes. For the event, the BHF 

donated £100 worth of skipping ropes which 

Parkfield will retain. 

Reception children have been on their first day 

trip with Parkfield to Eureka! in Halifax.  
 

They spent the morning playing and exploring in 

a recreated town square, where they took out 

money from the bank and went shopping in 

Marks and Spencers. In the afternoon they 

then learnt about ‘their body’ through a variety 

of hands-on exhibits, including a life-sized skull 

and set of teeth. 
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…a brand new website for the school, featuring: 
 

• a regularly updated news page; 

• a page for each class to showcase their latest work; 

• a large photo gallery illustrating the latest day trips, 

residentials and events in school; 

• a comprehensive history of the school, charting its 

opening in 1864 right up to the present day. 

 


